
NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS 2019

The  Physical  Science  Association  of  Sree  Narayana  College  conducted  the
NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS 2019 on 28 February  2019 at  the
college. The programme was convened by Dr. Viji V., Assistant Professor in Physical
Science. National Science Day is observed to mark the discovery of Raman Effect by
the great Indian Physicist and Nobel Laurate Sir C. V. Raman on 28 February 1928.
The  basic  objective  of  the  observation  of  National  Science  Day  is  to  spread  the
message  of  the  importance  of  science  and  its  application.  The  focal  theme  of
celebrating National Science Day 2019 is ‘Science for the People and the People for
Science’.

The observance of National Science Day was done by the students of physical
science optional by conducting programmes such as Quiz Competition, Poster Making
Competition,  Teaching  Aid  Exhibition  and  Renovation  of  the  science  lab  of  our
college. 

The  quiz competition was conducted with the five optionals of the college,
other than Physical Science, as the participating teams. The rounds were centred on the
common theme ‘Science for the People and the People for Science’.  All the teams
participated in the competition with real spirit. Social Science optional won the quiz
competition. 

An inter-optional Poster Making Competition was conducted. The theme for
the poster was announced beforehand. The participants were asked to use A4 sheet and
any of the mediums (crayon, water colour or colour pencil), and were also instructed to
create  and add a slogan in the poster.  The received posters were creative and self-
explanatory , with  striking slogans. Malayalam optional bagged the first prize in the
Poster Making Competition.

An exhibition  of the teaching aids was organised as part of the Science Day.
The student teachers wonderfully depicted the beauty of the subject through different
scientific  experiments  and  showcased  different  scientific  phenomenon  through
appropriate teaching aids. Besides this, the science lab of our college was renovated.


